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Abstract

Although virtually all domain experts agree that CO2 emissions are causing anthropogenic global warming, public discourse is replete with contrarian claims that either deny that global warming is happening or dispute a human influence. Although the rejection of climate science is driven by ideological, psychological, and political variables rather than scientific disagreement, contrarian views have considerable prominence in the media. A better understanding of contrarian discourse is therefore called for. We report two studies in which experts evaluated representative public contrarian statements about climate variables in light of the data. In Study 1, climate experts found the statements to be misleading, and affirmed that the interpretative techniques (e.g., “cherry-picking”) are common among contrarians. In Study 2, expert economists and statisticians were presented with the same statements translated into an economic or demographic context. In that blind expert test, contrarian statements were again found to be misleading. By contrast, mainstream scientific interpretations of the data were judged to be accurate and policy relevant. The results imply that media reliance on contrarian statements increases bias rather than balance.
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Highlights

- We identified representative claims about data made by climate contrarians.
- Experts evaluated these claims translated into an economic context for accuracy and credibility.
- The contrarian claims were found to be misleading in this blind test.
- Mainstream scientific interpretations of the same data were found to be accurate in the blind test.
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Abstract

Although virtually all experts agree that CO$_2$ emissions are causing anthropogenic global warming, public discourse is replete with contrarian claims that either deny that global warming is happening or dispute a human influence. Although the rejection of climate science is known to be driven by ideological, psychological, and political factors rather than scientific disagreement, contrarian views have considerable prominence in the media. A better understanding of contrarian discourse is therefore called for. We report a blind expert test of contrarian claims about climatological variables. Expert economists and statisticians were presented with representative contrarian statements (e.g., “Arctic ice is recovering”) translated into an economic or demographic context. In that blind test, contrarian claims were found to be misleading. By contrast, mainstream scientific interpretations of the data were judged to be accurate and policy relevant. The results imply that media inclusion of contrarian statements may increase bias rather than balance.
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In light of the pervasive scientific agreement that humanity is facing a risk from climate change (Anderegg, Prall, Harold, & Schneider, 2010; Cook et al., 2013; Doran & Zimmerman, 2009; Oreskes, 2004), the prominence of contrarian discourse in the media (Boykoff & Boykoff, 2004; Painter & Gavin, 2015) and the possible declining public acceptance of the underlying science (Brulle, Carmichael, & Jenkins, 2012; McCright & Dunlap, 2011b; Scruggs & Benegal, 2012) must give rise to concern. A better understanding of why and how people reject the scientific consensus on climate change is therefore called for.

Considerable progress has been made in identifying the political, psychological, and ideological variables underlying the rejection of science (Dunlap & Jacques, 2013; Kahan, 2010; Lewandowsky, Oberauer, & Gignac, 2013; Lewandowsky, Gignac, & Oberauer, 2013; McCright & Dunlap, 2011a). For example, it is known that the rejection of climate science is more prevalent on the political right than the political left (Dunlap & Jacques, 2013; Lewandowsky, Gignac, & Oberauer, 2013; McCright & Dunlap, 2010, 2011a; McCright, Dunlap, & Xiao, 2013), presumably because of the regulatory implications associated with mitigation which challenge people who endorse laissez-faire free-market economics (Heath & Gifford, 2006; Oreskes & Conway, 2010). However, comparably less is known about
the rhetorical and argumentative techniques employed by contrarians in their opposition to mainstream science. There is evidence that the opposition to climate science and climate mitigation policies is organized rather than haphazard (Brulle, 2013; Dunlap & McCright, 2010, 2011), and it is known that one of the major talking points in contrarian opinion pieces is the questioning of the scientific consensus (Elsasser & Dunlap, 2013). It is also known that contrarian documents employ language that is more certain than mainstream publications (Medimorec & Pennycook, 2015). However, the specific techniques underlying contrarian claims and arguments have largely escaped scrutiny to date. A better understanding of those techniques is necessary because it may open avenues for communication and, where necessary, rebuttal of misinformation (e.g., Lewandowsky, Ecker, Seifert, Schwarz, & Cook, 2012).

Scientific publications containing contrarian arguments are few in number (Cook et al., 2013), and have been routinely challenged in the literature. Recent work has shown that contrarian articles are frequently flawed (Abraham et al., 2014) and may be best considered as examples of how one can learn from mistakes in climate research (Benestad et al., 2015). Along similar lines, in this article we examine the validity of public claims made by contrarians about climatological variables. Those claims frequently underpin the media presence of contrarian opinions. To illustrate, a Factiva search of Australia’s only national daily broadsheet returned 17 articles (and 3 letters to the editor) in 2014 that contained the phrase “sea level rise.” Of those, one article noted that properties worth a total of A$226 billion were at risk from sea level rise, and the remainder (N = 16) questioned the extent of the risk, referring variously to “sea level alarmism” or claiming that the rate of sea level rise is “going in the opposite direction to predictions.” (The Online Supplementary Material contains all articles.) Although such claims about sea level rise are at odds with mainstream scientific views (e.g., Cazenave et al., 2014; Church et al., 2013), highlighting such a deviation from the scientific mainstream may be insufficient to convince the public or journalists that contrarian claims are flawed: Given that climate change is considered a “hoax” by some politically prominent voices (Inhofe, 2012)—a claim echoed in numerous books by contrarians (Bell, 2011; Montford, 2010; Solomon, 2008; Sussman, 2010)—climate scientists’ rejection of contrarian claims may not be considered strong evidence by a notable segment of the public (Lewandowsky, Oberauer, & Gignac, 2013; Lewandowsky, Gignac, & Oberauer, 2013; Smith & Leiserowitz, 2012).

The present article therefore reports a blind expert test of contrarian claims about climate data. Blind experiments, in which participants are unaware of the nature of the stimuli or experimental manipulation, are common practice to eliminate contributions of participant bias. In a previous blind study involving climate data, naïve participants were shown graphs with the global temperature time series: It was found that irrespective of whether the data were identified as temperatures or as fictitious share prices, participants uniformly expected the upward trend in the time series to continue (Lewandowsky, 2011), in line with expert expectation and contrary to the “skeptical” claim that global warming “stopped in 1998” (e.g., Carter, 2006). Building on this precedent, in the present investigation experts responded to several scenarios, each comprised of a graph showing climatological data and an accompanying claim gathered from public sources (e.g., internet or media) that was representative of contrarian discourse.
Study 1 conducted an internet search to establish the prevalence of various contrarian arguments in public discourse. The representativeness of the contrarian claims we selected on that basis was then confirmed by a number of climate experts. Study 2 presented expert economists and expert statisticians with the contrarian claims identified in Study 1 accompanied by climatological data, but translated into economic or demographic scenarios for a blind test in which experts commented on the validity of those claims in light of the data.

Study 1: Internet validation of representativeness of contrarian statements

Contrarian climate statements were sampled from public sources (i.e., TV, radio, internet, media) by the authors with a view towards covering a broad range of climate indicator variables (Table 1). Two of the statements were drawn from material provided by an American think tank with a history of opposition to mainstream climate science and a U.K.-based similar organization, respectively. Another statement was drawn from a widely read tabloid newspaper in the U.K. A further statement was made on air by a well-known TV personality in the U.S., and the remaining two statements were drawn from climate-contrarian internet blogs.

Statements were selected on the basis of three criteria: We judged them to be representative of contrarian discourse pertaining to the climate variable, they had to appear incompatible with the scientific consensus, and they had to permit comparison with the actual data to assess their validity. For example, the statement “Our glaciers are growing, not melting”, accompanied by the further claim that “almost all of the ice-covered regions of the Earth are now gaining mass” appeared representative of contrarian discourse in the authors’ opinion. It also appears incompatible with peer-reviewed literature (Zemp, Hoelzle, & Haeberli, 2009), and its validity can be assessed in comparison to the data.

Method

To confirm that the chosen statements were representative of contrarian discourse, we conducted a content analysis of the 3 most prominent “skeptic” blogs. The blogs were chosen from a list used in previous research (Sharman, 2014) by first restricting the list to blogs with an Alexa rank below 250,000,000, and then picking the 3 blogs with the highest centrality using Freeman’s metric. Alexa is a company, owned by Amazon, that collects and publishes data on browsing behavior and web traffic. Centrality is a concept from social network analysis that refers to how close an individual (or blog) is to the action in a network (Sharman, 2014). Freeman’s metric is one measure of centrality that has previously been used to rank high-traffic sites (see Table 3 in Sharman, 2014).

For each of those blogs, site-specific Google searches were conducted using the keywords in Table 2 and selectively searching entries for 2013, 2014, and 2015 to date (30 September 2015). The unconstrained search terms were designed to pick up all content for each of the 4 distinct indicator variables used in Study 1. The contrarian search terms additionally contained a keyword designed to pick up content related to the specific claims used in Study 1. For example, the claims about arctic ice postulate a “recovery” of sea ice extent, and the claim about temperatures relates to purported “cooling.” Those additional
Table 1: Stimulus scenarios used in both studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Source of data for scenario</th>
<th>Translation $^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI1</td>
<td>Arctic sea ice extent (ftp://sidads.colorado.edu/DATASETS/NOAA/G02135/north/daily/data/NH_seaice_extent_final.csv)</td>
<td>Profits (supreme widget corporation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI2</td>
<td>Arctic sea ice extent (ftp://sidads.colorado.edu/DATASETS/NOAA/G02135/north/daily/data/NH_seaice_extent_final.csv)</td>
<td>Trade surplus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL</td>
<td>Glaciers (<a href="http://www.wgms.ch/mbb/sum11.html">http://www.wgms.ch/mbb/sum11.html</a>)</td>
<td>Rural population growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLR1</td>
<td>Sea level rise (<a href="http://sealevel.colorado.edu/files/2014.rel4/sl_ns_global.txt">http://sealevel.colorado.edu/files/2014.rel4/sl_ns_global.txt</a>)</td>
<td>Daily global currency trade volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLR2</td>
<td>Sea level rise (<a href="http://sealevel.colorado.edu/files/2014.rel4/sl_ns_global.txt">http://sealevel.colorado.edu/files/2014.rel4/sl_ns_global.txt</a>)</td>
<td>World lithium production</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Translations were used in Study 2.
Table 2: Google search terms for confirmatory blog content analysis in Study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Variable</th>
<th>Unconstrained</th>
<th>Contrarian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arctic Ice</td>
<td>“arctic ice” OR “arctic sea ice”</td>
<td>“arctic ice” OR “arctic sea ice” AND recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaciers</td>
<td>glaciers</td>
<td>glaciers AND growing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLR</td>
<td>“sea level rise”</td>
<td>“sea level rise” AND slowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMST</td>
<td>temperature</td>
<td>temperature AND cooling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Each search term was used exactly as shown in a site-specific Google search for each blog, for three time periods (2013, 2014, and 2015 to date).

*b* Indicator variables are explained in Table 1.

Keywords for the contrarian searches were chosen because they were found to be most prominent during a preliminary examination of possible terms to express the contrarian claim—for example, arctic ice might “rebound” or “recover” or “return” to previous levels. Among these terms, “recover” appeared to be the most frequent in our initial examination.

**Results**

Table 3 shows the results of the content analysis for each indicator variable and each blog. The first two columns of data present the raw number of hits, summed across the three years, for the two types of search terms in Table 2. The next three columns present the proportions of hits for the contrarian search terms that were verified by inspection of the top 20 hits returned for each blog and each year.

Verification is necessary because a hit in response to “recovery” in the context of “arctic ice” might involve the expected contrarian polarity (e.g., “arctic ice continue to recover”) or its opposite (e.g., “no evidence that arctic ice is recovering”). The verification is broken down by whether the contrarian polarity was identified in an article (blog post) or in the comment stream. The verified total proportion (summing across articles and comments) estimates the prevalence of actual contrarian polarity within the contrarian hits, which is converted into an estimate of the prevalence of contrarian content among all hits for that climatological variable in the final column.

To illustrate, suppose there are 1,000 hits for “arctic ice” across the three years, 500 of which are also returned with “recovery” added to the search string. The top 20 of the latter hits for each year (i.e., 60 out of 500 across the three years being considered) were then explicitly checked for their polarity by following the links and reading articles and comments until contrarian polarity could be detected (if the article and all comments could be read without evidence of contrarian polarity, then this hit was not considered to be
contrarian). Supposing that 40 of those 60 were thus confirmed to be contrarian, then the verified prevalence of contrarian discourse in the overall population of sea ice content would be $0.33; 40/60 \times 500/1000 = 0.33$.

The results confirm that the claims selected by the authors were representative of contrarian discourse: Nearly two-thirds of all mentions of temperature on the three top contrarian blogs included a claim of “cooling”; and likewise more than a quarter of all mentions of arctic ice alluded to its “recovery”, and so on. Those numbers represent a lower bound on the prevalence of the claims in contrarian discourse because the claims can be expressed in a number of additional ways that we did not consider in our content analysis. For example, arctic ice might “rebound” or “return” to earlier levels, and so on.

One limitation of the Google analysis is that while it confirmed the representativeness of the chosen claims, it considered claims only at a broad semantic level, based on overlap between keywords. To confirm that the representativeness extended to the particular wording and phrase structure in our candidate stimuli, we asked several climate experts to judge each candidate claim on various attributes, including representativeness. We additionally asked the climate experts to identify the rhetorical techniques used in the various claims. The expert ratings confirmed that the rhetorical techniques used in our stimuli were representative and could be classified reliably with respect to an inventory of such techniques. (Details of the rating study are provided in the Online Supplementary Material).

Study 2: Blind expert test of contrarian claims

The second study subjected the contrarian statements identified by Study 1 to a blind test by converting them into an equivalent scenario in a different domain (economics or demographics), and presenting them to experts for evaluation. For example, the GL scenario pairs the claim that “our country’s rural population is growing, not shrinking” with a figure that showed the change in population for numerous individual villages, akin to a figure depicting the mass balance of individual glaciers.

In addition, an alternative statement was constructed for each scenario that summarized the mainstream scientific interpretation of the climate data, again translated into economic or demographic terms (e.g., “almost all of the rural regions of the country are losing population”). For each scenario and each participant, one of the two versions of the statement was randomly paired with the graph of the data.

Method

Participants. There were two groups of participants, comprising expert economists and expert statisticians. The first group was recruited through an online survey firm (Qualtrics.com). To be included in the sample, participants had to hold a Master’s degree or PhD in economics or an allied discipline. This group comprised 22 experts (7 female, mean age 41.3, $s = 11.3$). Four of the participants had less than one year (or no) professional experience, the remainder had professional experience of 1–2 years ($N = 4$), 3–5 years ($N = 4$), 6–10 years ($N = 3$), or more than 10 years ($N = 5$; 2 participants did not respond to this question). Two participants had published articles in the peer-reviewed literature on economics or an allied discipline. Participants were compensated by Qualtrics with cash-equivalent points.
### Table 3: Results of confirmatory blog content analysis in Study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator Variable</th>
<th>Hits</th>
<th>Proportion Verified</th>
<th>Contrarian</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Verified Prevalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unconstrained $^b$</td>
<td>Contrarian $^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic ice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 1</td>
<td>1277</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 2</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 3</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.26</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaciers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 1</td>
<td>2932</td>
<td>1151</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 2</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 3</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.17</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 1</td>
<td>2746</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 2</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 3</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.16</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 1</td>
<td>5020</td>
<td>4330</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 2</td>
<td>783</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blog 3</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.65</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Indicator variables are explained in Table 1.

$^b$ Search terms are shown in Table 2.

$^c$ Average verified prevalence across the three blogs, weighted by total number of hits.
The second group responded to an invitation to participate voluntarily and without remuneration that was circulated on two expert mailing lists; one within a university department of mathematics in England, and one on an online bulletin board for the UK Education and Research communities dedicated to statistical issues. This group comprised 30 respondents (11 female, 1 unwilling to indicate gender; mean age 39.3, \( s = 13.1 \)). Two participants had less than one year (or no) professional experience, the remainder had professional experience of 1–2 years \( (N = 4) \), 3–5 years \( (N = 3) \), 6–10 years \( (N = 3) \), or more than 10 years \( (N = 18) \). Nineteen participants had published at least one peer-reviewed article, and 7 participants had published more than 10.

Materials. The stimuli were derived from the materials used in Study 1. All statements and graphs for each scenario were translated into equivalent economic or demographic terms with the assistance of two economists (see Table 1). For example, the statement “...so far from there being a greater increase in sea level, the official figures show that, if anything, there was a slightly smaller increase in sea level in the second half of the 20th century than in the first half” would be translated as “...so far from there being a greater overall increase in daily global currency trade volume, the official figures show that, if anything, there was a slightly smaller increase in daily global currency trade volume in the second half of the 20th century than in the first half.” The economic labels were selected to be plausible in light of the actual data; for example, the historical trend of currency trade volume broadly resembles the data for sea level rise. Statements were arbitrarily ascribed to bloggers, news analysts, and so on. The Online Supplementary Material provides full details of the stimuli.

A second statement was prepared for each scenario that was also couched in economic terms but captured the scientifically-acknowledged meaning of the data, as confirmed by 4 climate experts. For example: “Daily global currency trade volume has risen throughout the previous century. If anything, there was a larger increase in daily global currency trade volume in the second half of the 20th century than in the first half.”

Procedure. Upon entering the survey online (at Qualtrics.com), participants provided informed consent and then responded to the 6 scenarios. The order of scenarios as well as the assignment of statement (contrarian vs. mainstream science) to each scenario was randomized for each participant.

Each scenario was followed by 4 questions, each using a 6-point scale that ranged from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.” There was no “neutral” or “don’t know” category. The questions appeared in the same order for each scenario as follows (where “X” refers to the fictitious name given to the person making a claim in the particular scenario, such as “Blogger Mr. Z” or “a news analyst”): (1) The data confirm the claim made by X; (2) The data contradict the claim made by X; (3) The claim made about the data by X is misleading; (4) The statement summarizes the data in a way that is appropriate for advising and supporting decisions by policy makers, industry, or other decision-making bodies. (For analysis, items 1 and 4 were reverse-scored to equalize polarity of items.) A fifth question was presented for 5 of the scenarios that involved time-series plots (i.e., all except the glacier item, GL; see Table 1), which asked participants to extrapolate the time series in the scenario by picking the most likely value for the year past the end of the series. Participants chose from among 7 candidate values that spanned a range of magnitudes.
above and below the final plotted data point. (The Online Supplementary Material reports the extrapolation results.)

After completing all 6 scenarios, participants provided some demographic information and were then asked to re-express their consent after being informed that the presumed “economic” scenarios were actually displaying climate data. Only participants who reiterated consent upon debriefing, and who correctly answered 2 attention filter questions presented at a random point in between scenarios, were included in the final sample. Finally, participants were queried whether during completion of the survey they felt that the stimulus scenarios involved real (as opposed to artificial) data. (The reported results are not materially affected if consideration is restricted to participants who least suspected that the stimulus data were synthetic.)

Results

Responses to each scenario were averaged across items (reverse-scored where necessary) and zero-centered (by subtracting the mean from 3.5) to create a “correctness score.” Figure 1 shows the means across scenarios and for both groups of participants.

Because versions of statements (mainstream vs. contrarian) were randomly assigned to scenarios for each subject, the scenario-specific means in the figure are based on unequal sub-samples of participants. That is, by chance more participants might experience a given scenario with a contrarian claim than with a mainstream interpretation, or vice versa. For analysis, we therefore calculated each participant’s mean response to all scenarios they received with a mainstream statement, and to all scenarios they received with a contrarian statement. That way all participants contributed to the analysis equally.

A 2 (participant group) × 2 (version of statement) between-within participant analysis of variance (ANOVA) confirmed the obvious pattern in Figure 1: The ANOVA returned no effect of group, $F(1,50) = 2.14, p > .10$, and group did not interact with statement version, $F(1,50) = 2.10, p > .10$, but there was a highly significant main effect of the version of the statement, $F(1,50) = 96.24, p < .0001$. That is, irrespective of their discipline, both groups of experts agreed that the contrarian claims were more misleading than the mainstream scientific claims about the same data. To highlight the magnitude of the effect, Figure 2 shows the distribution of responses for the two types of statements for both groups of experts: It is clear that the preponderance of responses identified contrarian claims as misleading whereas mainstream interpretations were classified as being accurate.

Discussion

We showed that representative contrarian claims about climatological variables do not withstand scrutiny in a blind expert test. Across two groups of experts and across 6 different scenarios, contrarian claims were judged to be misleading, inaccurate, and unsuitable for policy advice. Conversely, mainstream scientific interpretations were found to be accurate and suitable for policy advice overall.

1Both studies ended with an open-ended question seeking general comments from respondents that was included to inform further research and is not analyzed here.
Figure 1. Mean correctness scores and 95% confidence intervals for expert economists (Panel A) and statisticians (B) in Study 2. Any negative value indicates that a claim was judged to be incorrect or misleading, whereas any positive value indicates that a claim was found to be accurate or in accord with the data. Labels for scenarios are explained in Table 1. The side panels labeled “all” show means across all scenarios and subjects. It is those observations that contributed to the analysis. All confidence intervals are based on estimates of between-participant variability. Table S2 in the Online Supplementary Material summarizes the data at the level of test items.
Figure 2. Distribution of correctness scores in Study 2 for both groups of experts combined for mainstream interpretations of the data (top panel) and contrarian claims (bottom panel). The red vertical lines at zero indicate the midpoint of the scale: Any value above that line indicates that statements were judged to be accurate, whereas any value below indicates that statements were judged to be incorrect or misleading.

Potential limitations

At least three criticisms might be leveled at the current study. The first involves the fact that we only used 6 scenarios, and that a different selection of contrarian claims may have been judged as accurate. We cannot rule out the possibility that some contrarian claims are accurate. We are, however, confident that the scenarios used here were representative of contrarian claims: Study 1 showed that the claims used in our study constituted a notable share of contrarian internet discourse. This conclusion was further buttressed by the rating study reported in the Online Supplementary Material, which affirmed that climate experts were consistently able to identify the techniques used by contrarians in our scenarios, and additionally judged those techniques to be common and representative.

The second criticism might invoke the possibility that the experts’ judgments were colored by their tacit expectations about trends in the data—for example, economists may have some expectation about how lithium production is likely to have unfolded. We ensured that those expectations would not uniformly favor the contrarian or mainstream interpretation of the data in several ways: for example, we used the profits of a fictitious company (the “Supreme Widget Corporation”) for one of our scenarios, and to the extent that one can form expectations about a fictitious company, they are likely to point to an increase in profits rather than a decline. Because the data actually plotted the decline in Arctic ice, any
expectations about increasing profits would thus favor the contrarian interpretation which
denied the decline. Similarly, the trends in rural village population are going to be different
depending on country or region, so even if our experts had some prior beliefs about rural
populations, different participants would have had different countries or regions in mind.
In consequence, it is difficult to see how expectations could have consistently favored one
interpretation over another for this scenario.

A third criticism might hold that Study 2 did not examine opposing claims by actors
who accept the findings from climate science but might distort their interpretations for
“alarmist” or “activist” political purposes. The existence of misleading or exaggerated
claims by people who otherwise endorse the IPCC consensus position cannot be ruled out.
However, it is clear that exaggerated “alarmist” claims play little role in public discourse
(at least in the U.S. and U.K.; Painter & Ashe, 2012). The fault line of political debate
lies between mainstream climate science, as embodied by the IPCC, on the one hand, and
contrarian claims that downplay the existence or extent of climate change on the other
(e.g., Boykoff & Boykoff, 2004; Boykoff, 2013; Freudenburg & Muselli, 2013). Our study
therefore addressed the question of greatest public interest; namely, whether contrarian
argumentation withstands scrutiny in a blind test. We found that it fails to do so.

Implications

The results extend earlier findings that uncovered flaws in the few contrarian aca-
demic publications (Abraham et al., 2014; Benestad et al., 2015). Intriguingly, the climate
experts in the Rating study identified some contrarian techniques as being highly prevalent
that Benestad et al. (2015) also identified as attributes of flawed contrarian publications.
Whereas previous authors relied on judgment and statistical re-analyses to identify flaws,
the present results arose in a blind test of experts from two different disciplines. This rules
out the possibility that participants may have been driven by any extraneous considerations
in their adjudication.

Our blind test constitutes a particularly conservative test of the claims. By translat-
ing the data into economic terms, a broader range of interpretations becomes permissible
than in the initial climate context which is constrained by the underlying physics. The
role of physics and relevant expert knowledge became most apparent in the AI2 scenario,
which pertained to the decline of arctic sea ice extent. The contrarian claim highlighted a
short-term rebound from a record minimum (in 2012), whereas the mainstream statement
emphasized the underlying downward trend over the past decades (e.g., Kinnard et al.,
2011). The experts in Study 2 were more tolerant of the contrarian claim when presented
within a trade surplus scenario. This likely reflected the fact that a trade surplus, unlike the
decline in arctic ice, is not driven by inexorable physical processes that unfold over longer
time scales. A focus on annual variations is thus judged to be less misleading for economic
indicators.

We conclude that public statements by contrarians fail to meet expert approval. Their
uncritical inclusion in media discourse therefore does the public a disservice and confirms
that media “balance” can be a form of bias (Boykoff & Boykoff, 2004) or even self-censorship
if contrarian views override scientific opinions (Antilla, 2010).

The insertion of misleading contrarian statements into public discourse has demon-
strable adverse consequences. For example, when people watch climate “skeptic” movies,
the experience notably decreases environmental concern compared to a neutral movie (Greitemeyer, 2013). Similar adverse effects on attitudes have been observed after the presentation of “cherry-picked” misleading numbers akin to some of the claims examined here (Ranney & Clark, 2016), and after presentation of contrarian frames (McCright, Charters, Dentzman, & Dietz, 2016). The insertion of dissenting opinions can reduce the perception of expert consensus, and support for corrective policies, even when participants are given numeric information about a strong expert consensus (Koehler, 2016).

More worryingly still, contrarian claims may have altered the course of science itself (Brysse, Oreskes, O’Reilly, & Oppenheimer, 2013; Lewandowsky, Oreskes, Risbey, Newell, & Smithson, 2015; Lewandowsky, Risbey, & Oreskes, 2015). In at least one instance, an interpretation of global temperature data that originated in contrarian circles but then found entry into mainstream climate science—viz. the alleged recent “pause” or “hiatus” in global warming (Boykoff, 2014)—has been found to be wanting in a blind test similar to the one reported here (Lewandowsky, Risbey, & Oreskes, 2015).

The present results may therefore be valuable for communicators who seek to guard against the influence of misleading information by “inoculation”; that is, by explaining why particular messages are misleading (Banas & Rains, 2010).
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